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news 
views 
Should Kent State officials build the 
gymnasium on the proposed Blanket 
Hill site or should the gym be 
moved'1 
Six out of eight persons questioned 
yesterday by news views felt the 
gym should be moved from the site 
where four Kent State students were 
killed by National Guardsman on 
May 4.1970. 
Two persons said they "could see 
both sides" to the issue and were 
undecided. 
Newspholoi by Larry Kayser 
■LM 
Amy J. Freeman, graduate 
assistant In special education: 
"The students were not actually 
given a fair chance as far as 
remembering what happened at 
Kent State. I don't think it's right of 
them to do that." 
John J. Gibson, sophmore: 
"If the gym is near the site where 
the students died. I don't think the 
gym should be built. I think it should 
be moved. They mark a very im- 
portant point in America's history. 
They ought to be remembered. 
Clarence Terry, coordinator of 
financial aid in Student Develop- 
ment: 
"I think it should be moved. It 
should serve as a memorial to those 
people. 
Natalie R. Edmund, Junior: 
"I think the gym should be moved. 
It's supposed to be a monument- 
something special hapened that day 
and I think it should be remem- 
bered. It should be recognized. 
MarkS. 1- vans, senior: 
"No. they shouldn't. Kent State Is as 
important  in  American histoy as 
Gettysburg is." 
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Alleged sexual discrimination investigated 
By Julie Rollo 
Staff Reporter 
The University probably will not 
have to spend millions of dollars nor 
immediately appoint a woman vice 
president. But it may have to im- 
plement some changes to insure 
equal opportunity for women as a 
result of an investigation by the 
Department of Health. Education 
and Welfare (HEW I last summer. 
HEW investigators interviewed 
five  persons  who had filed com- 
plaints, alleging University 
discrimination against women 
In two cases charges were with- 
drawn or resolved. 
DECISIONS IN THE three 
remaining cases have been compiled 
by HEW. However, officials refused 
lo comment on the results. 
Findings will be released only after 
they are reviewed by the HEW 
Washington bureau, according to 
Charles E. Duffy, Chicago-based 
liighcr education chief for HEW's 
civil rights office. 
"Title IX is involved in the com- 
plaints. So the findings have to be 
cleared In Washington," Duffy said 
in a telephone interview with the 
News. 
Title IX of the 1972 education 
amendments forbids discrimination 
on the basis of sex by educational 
institutions receiving federal 
financial assistance. 
ALTHOUGH IT DID not issue a 
formal complaint, the Women's 
Caucus met with HEW investigators 
THE UNIVERSITY IS doing Its part to conserve energy. Some of Parking Ser- 
vice's Infamous blue scooters are being replaced by meter maids on foot. But a 
lark of wheels isn't stopping this ticket-writer. 
and called for guaranteed equal 
treatment of men and women at the 
University. 
Kamona Cormier, caucus chair- 
man said the group presented 
statistical evidence of the low stdtus 
of women. 
"The state of women's salaries has 
not been changed since 1972," Cor- 
mier said, adding that a few more 
women have been employed but only 
on term contracts. 
Kew women hold high level 
positions, she added. 
CORMIER SAD) she favors strong 
recommendations by HEW. 
"I hope they will tell the University 
measures that have to be taken to 
eliminate any discriminatory 
practices that exist on the campus," 
she said, saying such action would 
enhance the status of the entire 
University community. 
Complaints on similar issues were 
filed by Ixris P. Renker, associate 
professor of home economics, and 
the women's lacrosse team. 
Myron M. Chenault. director of 
Equal Opportunity Compliance, said 
although he is unsure what HEW has 
found, he could make an educated 
guess on the results based on the 
information the department 
requested and that he himself is a 
former HEW investigator. 
"I THINK THAT overall we'll 
come out looking pretty good. There 
will be some problem areas," he 
said. "If we're wrong, of course we 
want to know and want to correct the 
situation. 
"The University shouldn't have 
any trouble making the necessary 
changes—if the recommended 
changes are reasonable," he added. 
Chenault said recommendations 
could range from changes in 
promotion  and  tenure policies to 
raising a person's salary, but "they 
won't recommend anything that will 
endanger the position of the 
University." 
Advantageous to the University is 
its affirmative action plan adopted 
last April, he said. 
"I DON'T THINK three cases are 
reflective of the University's overall 
attitude. I'm convinced that the 
president and administration have a 
conviction to meet the standards set 
forth by us in our affirmative action 
plan," Chenault said. 
The University may challenge 
HEW's findings, but if a division 
ultimately is made in HEW's favor 
the University could be barred from 
receiving federal aid, if it would not 
comply, he noted. 
According to Clarence E. Lane, 
director of research accounting, the 
University received $3,473,970 in 
federal funds last year. 
Costs University money 
Unpaid loansaffect credit 
By Frank Breithaupt 
Students who neglect to repay 
educational loans create hassles not 
only for themselves, but also for 
University officials and ultimately, 
other students. 
University Bursar Joseph E. 
Martini said if a student does not 
repay a National Direct Student Loan 
l NDSI.) after he or she no longer is in 
school, the account is transferred to a 
professional collection agency, "but 
only as a last resort," he said. 
Martini said the Bursar's office 
presently has 220 of the 9,000 as yet 
unpaid NDSI, loans being handled 
through a collection agency. Martini 
claimed, however, that the 
University generally has a good 
repayment record for its loans. 
"We don't like to take accounts to a 
collection agency, but it doesn't 
mean we won't," Martini said. 
THE NSDL LOANS, Martini said, 
are   not   to   be   confused   with 
Guaranteed Student Loans. The 
former are provided through the 
University, but 90 per cent of the 
funding is distributed by the federal 
government and the remainder by 
the University. 
Persons not repaying loans will 
have distribution of their transcripts 
stopped by the Bursar's Office, 
Martini said. Defaulting on a loan 
also can informally affect a student's 
credit rating, he added. 
Relaying an account to collection 
agency costs theUniversity33 per 
cent of the outstanding amount. 
Martini said. He said although an 
agency's services are expensive, 
they have been successful in 
returning a sizeable portion of 
borrowed funds. 
It is necessary for the University to 
track down all unpaid loans to insure 
that future loans can be made 
available. Martini said. 
NINA L. YEAGER, supervisor of 
NDSI. collections, said students are 
informed of their obligations to repay 
loans during "exit interviews" 
conducted by the Bursar's Office 
prior to the students' final quarter. 
She said each is told he has a nine- 
month grace period after leaving 
school before payments must begin. 
Yeager said if the student does not 
pay on his loan and University of- 
ficials are unable to contact him 
within five to six months, the account 
then is transferred to an agency. 
Presently, there are ten former 
students being sued for not repaying 
loans. 
Inside today's News 
Blue Cross rate increase to cost s226,000 
By Roger K.Lowe 
Staff Reporter 
A 55 per cent increase in Blue Cross 
group insurance, costing $226,400 
more than last year's rate could put 
the University in a severe financial 
bind. 
The rate of increase will become 
effective Oct. 1 and will affect 
coverage on all full-time University 
employes, according to Paul R. 
Nusser, University treasurer. 
"We're trying to find some other 
type of program with Blue Cross or 
whomever that provides identical 
coverage at a cost no greater than 
what we have been experiencing," 
Nusser said. 
"I'M STILL attempting to 
negotiate with Blue Cross. John 
Hancock and others," he said. 
' 'Something has to be done." 
Employes have varying portions of 
their group insurance paid for by the 
University, Nusser explained. 
Classified employes, including 
secretaries, maintenance personnel 
most University employes except 
faculty and upper level ad- 
ministrative persons, have all health 
benefits,    including   those   for 
dependents paid by the University, 
Nusser said. 
The University pays for coverage 
of individual contract employes 
including faculty and administrative 
persons, he said, but they must pay 
for dependents' coverage. 
"THE RATE INCREASE will 
affect what the University pays and 
what the contract employe pays," 
Nusser said.k 
Only $30,000 was budgeted this 
year for rising group insurance 
rates, he said. This money only will 
cover the first month under the new 
rates. 
If Nusser is unable to negotiate a 
different policy with the same 
benefits but lower rates, extra funds 
will have to come from the con- 
tingency reserve, said Dr. Michael 
R. Ferraro. vice president of 
resource planning. 
The contingency reserve is a 
"budgeted reserve" set aside for 
emergencies by the Board of 
Trustees, Ferrari said. 
Using a substantial portion of the 
contingency reserve so early in the 
academic year could put the 
University in a severe financial bind, 
Ferrari said, adding that other 
unexpected expenses will arise as 
this year progresses. 
EDITORIALS...With Blue Cross group insurance rates increasing 
sharply, which may cause the University to dip into its contingency 
fund, it may be hard to face another emergency. The News offers a 
few suggestions in an editorial on page 2. 
FEATURES...The smell of freshly baked goodies fills the air near 
the west end of Kohl Hall daily. Steve Swift and Larry Kayser take 
a closer look at where that smell comes from on page 4. 
SPORTS...Sporting events have been canceled because of rain, 
snow and high winds. Now no field can be added to the list and the 
Falcons' men soccer team was the victim at Kent State. Tom 
Baumann explains the story on page 7. 
r Weather 
Sunny 
High near 70 F (21C) 
Low near 45 F (7 C) 
10 per cent chance of rail 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
more green for blue 
The "blue" in the University's Blue Cross Insurance coverage may cost a 
lot more "green" this year. 
Blue Cross has quoted a 55 per cent rate increase effective Oct. I that 
could cost $226,400 more than last year. Most University employees are 
covered under the health plan. \ 
Paul R. Nusser. University treasurer, said $30,000 was budgeted this 
year to cover projected increases In Blue Cross, which would cover only 
the first month under the new rates. 
He said the University will attempt to negotiate with the Blue Cross for 
lower rates or turn to another insurance company for estimates. He said 
less coverage will be considered. 
Dr. Michael R. Ferrari, vice president of resource planning, said if more 
favorable coverage cannot be found, the University will be forced to use 
about half of the 1977-78 contingency funds, budgeted reserves the 
University uses for emergencies. 
The News presses University officials to negotiate, and negotiate hard. 
Lessened coverage will not and should not be tolerated by employees and 
the University cannot afford to have half of Its contingencies gone in one 
swift blow. 
It sure wouldn't be healthy. 
air fare slice 
There is some truth to the rumor that President Carter is doing some 
things right. 
Yesterday Carter overruled the Civil Aeronautics Board and put two 
new transatlantic bargain fares into effect. 
The action will cut $60 from the normal Apex (advance purchase ex- 
cursion) fares and may save the deserving consumer hundreds of dollars. 
This landmark decision on the part of Carter should not come as a 
surprise. 
The rising costs of international airfare were clearly inconsistent with 
the Carter administration's foreign"economic policy. 
Carter's international aviation policy carries with it a commitment to 
low-fare, competitive international air service for the benefit of the 
American consumer. It's about time. 
Perhaps most of the credit should be directed to Freddie Laker of Laker 
Airways who set the precedent by obtaining governmental approval of 
airline bargains that have recently been approved. 
After several battles with the British government. Laker finally was 
able to send up his first "no-reservation, no-frlll" flight from London to 
New York yesterday. 
People had been lined up since Friday to purchase tickets that were not 
sold until 4 a.m. Monday. 
It appears the "forgotten man" Laker was fighting for Is no longer 
forgotten. Now all that's left to hope for is that these discounted fares 
remain in effect beyond their Initial expiration date of March 31. 1978. 
Wouldn't It be a sad thing to see a remembered man forgotten again? 
Letters 
no $; 
no phones 
In response to the editorial in the 
September 22 issue of the BG News 
entitled "Phone Books Needed," we 
are interested in learning of student 
interest in the temporary directories, 
at least from the editorial staff of the 
newspaper. 
The main problem, however, is 
funding. 
1-ast year's permanent directory 
was published by a commercial a 
commercial firm. In exchange for 
the rmht to keep all advertising 
revenue, the publishergave most of 
the directories to the University. 
However, because of several 
problems encountered in the 
publishing of that directory- 
primarily the late delivery of the 
book-the decision was made not to 
use a commercial firm in the 
publication of this year's edition. 
Our office is not organized to be 
able to solicit advertising for the 
directory, so this year's book will 
have none. 
Thus the University will pay the 
full cost of its production-an expense 
we did not have last year. 
Where would we find these funds? 
The final decision was to abandon 
the temporary directory, which was 
felt to be highly incomplete, and use 
the money saved to partially fund the 
production of one permanent, 
complete, accurate directory, 
published as early as possible. 
For many reasons, which would 
require several more paragraphs to 
fully explain, the earliest a complete 
campus telephone directory can be 
published is late October. 
There was not complete agreement 
as to what course of action should be 
taken among the representatives of 
the various University departments 
at the meetings held to discuss this 
problem. 
Nor do I anticipate that all faculty, 
staff, and students will agree with the 
decision. 
But I do feel that the best decision 
has been made considering the 
alternatives available. 
Bruce Dudley 
Director of Publications 
quest columnist 
where's the shower curtain? 
Reading Ned DeLamtre's column 
(21 Sept) inspired me to offer an 
account of my similar experience. I, 
too, journeyed to a foreign country to 
participate in a "study abroad 
program." 
There are some outstanding 
dissimilarities, however. First, I 
travelled to Mexico, our neighbor to 
the South, not Austria, as did Ned. 
Second, my "Program" was not 
arranged through B.G. or any other 
' school. I did all the arranging myself 
And none spoke English. 
The house was not that big, so there 
were never less than four of us in the 
bedroom! But, seeing that room, 
board, AND laundry was only 1100 
pesos per month or slightly less than 
fifty dollars, I couldn't complain. 
Their standard of living may be 
lower than ours, bat not their 
hospitality. The Mexicans are a very 
warm people: They were always 
willing to help me with the language 
or whatever else. They displayed a 
I later realized this was all in ac- 
cordance with the "Macho Syn- 
drome," a Mexican tradition where 
masculinity, virility, and male 
dominance are revered. 
There are many other customs that 
I became acutely aware of. 
Such as trying to locate the shower 
curtain or confronting all those 
beans. 
BUT THE ONE most memorable 
in my mind is the "grand dance." 
The  first  thing  the  guys   in  the  house  did   upon   my   arrival   was  establish 
my    heterosexuality.   I  was.  battered  with   questions   like,   'Do  you   like 
muchachas or   muchachos?' for almost a week.' 
quite simply. And third, the duration 
of my sojourn was considerably 
shorter than Ned's ten months-only 
two and a half months this summer. 
BUT LIKE him, my primary 
motivation for visiting Mexico was 
the opportunity to learn the native 
language first hand. I had had three 
semesters of Spanish and wanted to 
"perfect" my tongue. 
So, with that goal in mind, I began 
my preparations. 
The hassle of getting a passport 
was eliminated as Mexico requires 
only a tourist card, which is readily 
obtained at the border by presenting 
a voter registration card or other 
proof of U.S. citizenship. 
Where would I stay? I vaguely 
assumed I could shack up 
somewhere. 
Maybe in a big city? Or out on a 
ranch? Oh well, I'll cross that bridge 
when I come to it. 
HOW MUCH money should I take? 
Let's see how far $300 in traveller's 
cheques will go. 
And off I went. 
1 crossed the border at Laredo, 
Texas, May 23, and two days later 
found me in a boarding house In 
Saltillo, a city of 250,000 inhabitants. 
It had occurred to me earlier that I 
might be able to parley my grasp of 
English for compensation of some 
sort: either monetary or room and-or 
board. 
Spurred on, I checked out various 
schools and educational institutes 
(Saltillo is full of them) to see if I 
could teach English somewhere. 
In one such encounter, I was 
referred to the aforementioned 
boarding house. And that's where I 
stayed. 
I had thought that my Spanish was 
far enough along to get by okay. 
Wrong. That first month was so full 
of frustration that it was a veritable 
hell at times for me. 
I could in no way or manner 
communicate in Spanish. 
THEY CALLED me "the Ear" at 
the dinner table because I Just sat 
there not contributing anything and 
generally looking dopey. 
Who were 'they'? The boarding 
house was wholly operated by the 
Senora and one servant. Together 
they did all the cooking and 
household maintenance activities for 
me and the rest of the boarders. 
The majority of the boarders were 
students, all college-age guys. Then 
there were -others who came and 
went, staying for just a few days or a 
week. 
Most of the time, though, there 
were between fifteen and twenty 
people in the house. 
genuine concern In me; they were as 
anxious to learn about my ways as I 
was theirs. 
More than once, I was invited to 
dinner or to a picnic by friends that I 
had inet. All I had to do was project a 
little friendliness to them and I got it 
back tenfold. 
My initial impressions were 
somewhat unusual, though 
THE FIRST thing the guys in the 
house did upon my arrival was 
establish my heterosexuality. I was 
battered with questions like, "Do you 
like muchachas or muchachos?" for 
almost a week. 
national columnist 
The entire Mexican social life cen- 
ters on this weekly event. On 
Saturday nights everybody, barring 
small children and society's out- 
casts, goes to one of several large 
halls around the city and proceeds to 
"dance out" the walls. I witnessed 
always an instensely festive at- 
mosphere at these dances, one I'm 
sure that wasn't totally tequila- 
Induced. 
By the time I departed August 10,1 
had acquired a fluency which left 
much to be desired but one I was 
nevertheless satisfied with 
MY SPEECH was alow and non- 
existent at times, bat being "the 
Ear" for two and a half months had 
well accustomed my ears to the 
different sounds of Spanish. I now 
comprehend almost all I hear as a 
result 
In conclusion, let me say that if you 
have never been outside of our great 
country, I wholeheartedly endorse an 
excursion (if not an extended stay) to 
remedy that. 
Such an experience will Increase 
immeasurably your awareness, 
appreciation, and understanding of 
your own country and its culture, If 
nothing else. 
A COUPLE of final suggestions to 
consider if you do decide on foreign 
travel: First, get as much a head- 
start on the native language as 
possible. 
I think a little frustration is good 
for the character but masochism Is 
not in order. 
And secondly: Don't bother looking 
for the shower curtain. 
Robert Alexander Is a News guest 
columnist. He Is a student at the 
University. 
reems and flynt are martyrs ? 
WASHINGTON-Mark Shields, a 
philosopher friend of mine, said the 
other night, "This country has come to 
a pretty pass when Harry Reems of 
'Deep Throat' and Larry Flynt of 
Hustler magazine have become the 
Saco-Vanzettl of Jjn." 
WHAT MR. SHIELDS was talking 
about was the fact that Mr. Reems and 
Mr. Flynt have been tried in Memphis 
and Cincinnati respectively on ob- 
scenity charges, and we civil liber- 
tarians have to defend them to protect 
ourselves. 
Since the Supreme Court, In a cloudy 
decision, has left the question of ob- 
scenity up to local communities, it Is 
getting more and more difficult to 
define exactly what it is. 
For example, I have an aunt who 
lives in Boston and she thinks Vogue 
magazine is obscene because it has 
printed photographs of topless models. 
One of my best Catholic friends 
believes Ms. magazine is obscene 
because it publishes stories advocating 
abortion. 
I have a cousin in Tuscon who can- 
celed her subscription to Time 
magazine because it did a long takeout 
on pornographic films with 
photographs, and my sister in New 
York thinks Cosmopolitan articles on 
how to steal somebody else's husband 
are the height of obscenity. 
I MUST CONFESS I'm rather loose 
about these things. I occasionally write 
for Playboy magazine, usually about 
tennis. 
But my wife won't read the 
publication and thinks I shouldn't be 
earning money from aa. obscene 
publication. 
I did walk out after the first five 
minutes of "Deep Throat" because it 
let's hear from you 
The News welcomes opinion 
from Its readers hi the form «f 
letters to the editor which 
comment an published column*, 
editorial policy or any other 
topic of Interest . 
All letters should be 
typewritten and triple spaced^ 
They most be signed and the 
author's address and phone 
■amber mast be included for 
verification. 
Letters can be sent to: Letters 
to the Editor, The BG News, 1M 
University HalL 
The News reserves the rtgb t to 
reject aad letters, ar portion of 
letters M they are deemed hi bed 
taste ar nuUctoas. No personal 
attacks or name-calling will be 
published. 
Readers wishing to sabnalt 
gaast colnmns shoild foils* a 
1
 BrocecW. 
made me queasy, but Russell Baker of 
Tne New York Times, with whom I 
went, stayed to the bitter end and got a 
column out of it I told him later the 
column was obscene, but he Just 
laughed at me. 
My nephew, on the other hand, 
doesn't find anything in any magazine 
obscene. He thought the Vietnamese 
war was obscene and had no redeeming 
feature. 
A brother-in-law in Cincinnati is not 
disturbed by the sale of Hustler on 
magazine stands, but thinks the ad- 
vertisements urging people to buy 
bigger and bigger cars, when there is 
an energy shortage, are obscene. 
THANKS TO the Supreme Court 
ruling, many local prosecnters have 
decided obscenity is the fastest step- 
pingstone to higher political office and 
have become national TV personalities 
overnight 
So everyone in this country and many 
in the same towns and cities have their 
own definition of what obscenity is. 
The problem is that people are being 
thrown in Jail because of it 
The excuse is that the communities 
are try ing to protect their children. 
THIS MAKES a lot of sense except for 
the fact that these same children are 
exposed to about 80 hours of violence 
I  did walk out after ,the first five  minutes of  'Deep 
Throat' because  it made me queasy,   but Russell  Baker 
with whom  I  went,  stayed to the bitter end.' 
A LIBERAL friend of mine has told 
me he considers BUI Buckley's National 
Review obscene, and a columnist 
colleague who works across the hall 
from me keeps telling me my humor 
appeals to people's purient interests. 
In California, Frank Sinatra thinks 
most gossip columnists are obscene, 
and many gossip columnists say Frank 
Sinatra is obscene. 
A school library board in New York 
State has decided Kurt Vonnegut Is 
obscene and has voted to withdraw his 
books from its shelves. 
Several parents' organizations have 
protested that a lot of black poetry Is 
really filth, and their children shouldn't 
be exposed to It 
each week on television, and many 
people consider violence the ultimate in 
obscenity compared to bare bosoms 
and the other junk that people have to 
pay a lot of money to see and read. 
If they're going to throw Harry 
Reems and Larry Flynt into the 
slammer, I think they ought to go after 
Russell Baker, too. 
A guy who sits through the entire 
uncut version of "Deep Throat" is, in 
my opinion, a menace to the com- 
munity. 
Art BacawaM is a columnist far the 
Los Angeles Times. 
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Day in Review 
•^ From Aitocioiad Prsti Reports 
Abortion bill stalemate 
to be broken soon 
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill 
predicted yesterday that the House-Senate 
impasse over abortion soon will be broken, 
although he doubted the House will accept 
the Senate's more liberal approach to 
government financing of abortions. 
The House was scheduled to vote later 
yesterday on the Senate's language, which 
would allow use of taxpayers' funds for 
abortions for poor women in cases of rape 
or incest, or when their doctors certify the 
operation is "medically necessary." 
The House voted previously to allow the 
federal government to pay for abortions 
only when the woman's life was in danger. 
The Senate twice has rejected that 
position. 
House-Senate conferees have failed to 
reach a compromise for three months, and 
the stalemate has threatened to tie up a 
$60 2 billion social legislation package. 
It would take a two-thirds majority vote 
for the House to accept the Senate 
language, and O'Neill said he did not think 
the votes were there. 
• But O'Neill told reporters that Senate 
leaders were confident that even if the 
language was' defeated, the abortion 
question could be resolved within 48 hours. 
Disabled, elderly may get 
rebates on heating bills 
The Senate Finance Committee 
recommended passage unanimously 
yesterday of a House-approved bill under 
which about 750,000 elderly and disabled 
Ohioans would get 25 per cent discounts on 
their winter heating bills. 
Sen. Harry Meshel (D-Youngstown) 
committee chairman, said he expects the 
measure to come up for a vote on the 
Senate floor Thursday, last day of a two- 
week autumn session of the legislature. 
The bill then would return to the house 
for consideration of several committee 
amendments, including one that would 
make owners and renters of house trailers, 
otherwise qualified, eligible for the 
November-through-March discounts. 
All Ohioans 65 and over, renters and 
homeowners, along with the permanently 
and totally disabled, would get the 
discounts if their annual household in- 
comes did not exceed 17.000. 
USSR offers to suspend 
underground nuclear tests 
The Soviet Union, in a surprise move, 
offered yesterday to Join with the United 
States and Britain in a suspension of all 
underground nuclear weapons tests for an 
unspecified period. 
"The prohibition of all nuclear weapon 
tests would be a major step conducive to 
lessening the threat of nuclear war and 
deepening detente," Soviet Foreign 
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko told the U.N. 
General Assembly. 
Negotiations on a comprehensive test 
ban agreement, including explosions for 
such peaceful purposes as river diver- 
sions, are scheduled for Geneva next 
week. 
U.S. officials were not notified in ad- 
vance of the Soviet gesture. Te them it 
appeared to represent serious intent to 
complete a weapons test ban. 
Beyond that, the Russians did not 
condition their offer to reach an 
agreement on compliance by China and 
France, the two other major nuclear 
powers. In the past Moscow has said a 
testing agreement must have global ap- 
plication in order to be meaningful. 
Censorship report due 
...minus some details 
A study criticizing the government's 
tendency to suppress information will be 
missing when the Commission on 
Federal Paperwork makes its final report 
The document itself has been suppressed, 
those who prepared it claim. 
What the commission will give Congress 
and President Carter is a longer study, 
substituted in its place, that is far less 
critical of the practices of federal agen- 
cies. 
The original study is called "Report on 
Government Secrecy and its Relationship 
to Paperwork and Information Policy." 
The substituted version is entitled 
"Privacy and Confidentiality: Issues in 
Information Gathering.'' 
The original study was prepared for the 
commission over 13 months under the 
direction of Philip Vargas, a 44-year-old 
son of a Taos, N.M. migrant laborer who 
graduated from Harvard law School in 
1971, has taught, done research for the 
government, and lobbied on behalf of the 
Mexican-American poor. He had three 
staff members and six consultants. 
Deregulation of gas 
prices troubles Congress 
Senators advocating deregulation of 
natural gas prices presented a com- 
promise proposal yesterday in an effort to 
break a stalemate that is sending the 
Senate into possible around-the-clock 
sessions. 
Meanwhile, Sen. Russell B. Long (D- 
La.) whose Finance Committee rejected 
Carter's tax on crude oil Monday, stepped 
up efforts to find an oilpricing compromise 
suitable to the administration, the oil in- 
dustry and consumer groups. 
Under the natural gas proposal, federal 
price controls would be lifted from newly 
produced gas but there would be a ceiling 
for two years to limit price increases to 
consumers. The proposed lid would be 
equal to the price of an equivalent amount 
of home heating oil. 
It was offered by Sens. Lloyd Bentsen 
11-Texas i and James B. Pearson (R-Kan) 
who have been leading the Senate battle 
for   an   industry-supported   plan   to 
deregulate natural gas prices. 
Bentsen called the move "a major 
concession." But administration allies in 
the Senate vowed to fight It.'. 
Canal treaty enhances 
security, military men say 
The nation's top military leaders told the 
Senate yesterday that ratification of the 
Panama Canal treaties will enhance U.S. 
security while ensuring use of the canal 
into the distant future. 
Meanwhile, a Senate judiciary sub- 
committee subpoenaed a recently 
discharged Army sergeant as it opened an 
investigation into allegations that the 
United States bugged the Panamanian 
delegation during the treaty negotiations. 
Sen. James B. Allen (D-Alal the sub- 
committee chairman and a vocal foe of the 
treaties, said the inquiry "may shed light 
on whether the negotiations were con- 
ducted at arms' length or were com- 
promised." 
The alleged bugging already has been 
investigated by the Senate Intelligence 
Committee, which concluded the alleged 
U.S. intelligence activities did not in- 
fluence the outcome of the negotiations. 
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The Sisters of Phi Mus 
wish to thank: 
UCLA student recalls the 60's 
LOS ANGELES 
(AP)-Elght years ago, 
UCLA student body 
president Tom Norminton 
set aside money from his 
office budget to buy gas 
masks for the staff. 
Norminton's wife. Meg, 
was student body president 
at UCLA last year, and it's 
obvious times and issues 
have changed. One of her 
toughest financial decisions 
was what kind of table to buy 
for the prospering student 
union. 
"In the '60s, there was 
something bigger than all of 
us," said Mrs. Norminton, 
who was back on campus 
this week as a part-time 
student. "Now, there's 
nothing more important than 
you are. So people are into 
EST, yoga, biofeedback." 
MRS.   NORMINTON,   22, 
who headed the student 
government from the spring 
of 1976 until she resigned last 
Piano Player: 
Larry Golen 
Entertainers: 
Richard Long 
Larry Philippi 
Dave Stork 
Joe Zimmerman 
Johann Bost 
DougTidd 
The Gambling 
Joey Felpo 
Dave Keslc 
Mike Hotter 
Wayne Kwiatkowski 
Gary McBrkle 
Tom Olsen 
Tim Ruggles 
Scott Schroeder 
Bob Smrecansky 
Ed Stacy 
Men: 
Dave Abe 
Steve DiLucca 
Tony Embrae 
Casey Kalm an 
Bruce Mlchlich 
Mike Morse 
Craig Parker 
John Stovall 
Don Vargo 
Rob Williams 
For all their help during rush! 
fall said her husband "was 
president in the middle of the 
war, with the riots." 
"My year, the students 
went to school, went home 
and got drunk," she said in 
an Interview in her 
husband's swank Beverly 
Hills law office. She works in 
the law office along with 
going to school. 
Norminton, 29, remembers 
his year as president from 
1969 to 1970 as having a 
crisis every day." 
"There was always a 
crowd or a mob," he said. 
"The anxiety level was 
really high. I can remember 
coming back to my dorm 
room and thinking 'How can 
this go on? What's going to 
happen?" 
WHAT HAPPENED, the 
couple agreed, is that 
student energy burned out 
and they became tired of 
fighting. That fatigue has 
combined with the lack of a 
central    issue    to   unite 
students in the 70s. 
"When I ran for office," 
said Norminton, "people 
wanted to stop the war." 
When Mrs. Norminton 
campaigned, "they wanted 
benches at the bus stop and 
pass-fail grading," she 
recalled. 
The couple agreed there 
are many issues to fight for 
now—including the en- 
vironment, equal rights, gay 
rights—but the only goals 
common among most 
students today are similar to 
those most parents have for 
their offspring—getting good 
jobs and making money. 
As opposed to the students 
of the 1960s who were 
"chasing windmills," 
Norminton said today's 
students are grasping onto 
personal causes that will aid 
them when they enter the 
"real world." 
3 la NEWS 
NEEDS    YOU! 
A MEETING FOR VOLUNTEER WRITERS WILL 
BE HELD AT 8 P.M., WEDNESDAY, 
106 UNIVERSITY HALL   - BE THERE 
READY FOR ACTION 
SGA plans information night 
The Student Government 
Association (SGA) will hold 
an information night 8 p.m.. 
Oct 3. to involve students in 
the organization. 
Richard R. Eakin, vice 
provost for student affairs 
will be present along with 
SGA officers and senators. 
Rotation of meetings was 
discussed at Monday's 
meeting. Sometime in the 
future, SGA meetings may 
be held in residence halls 
around campus. 
No SGA senator was elected 
last year from the Founders 
Quad district. SGA decided 
last night to accept ap- 
plications for the seat and 
forgo an election to save 
time. 
SGA President Bob Wolf 
recommended that an ad hoc 
committee be formed by 
SGA to investigate laws for 
serving alcoholic beverages 
on campus. 
Wolf said the information 
about serving alcoholic 
beverages could be 
distributed to campus 
organizations to minimize 
fines. 
SGA senator Mark Davis 
reported on Homecoming 
activities. Davis said 
students are needed to work 
on committees and floats. 
Students may sign up in 405 
Student Services Bldg. 
Homecoming is Oct. 22. 
Art gallery  premiere features Hunt exhibit 
Opening its doors to 
students and public alike, the 
University Fine Arts Gallery 
is presenting its first art 
show totl;i\' through October 
14. 
This year's first exhibit 
contains 31 drawings and 
prints anfl seven metal 
pieces created by one of the 
world's foremost sculptors, 
Richard 'Hunt Using 
aluminum, bronze and steel, 
Hunt is noted for his abstract 
works which have resulted in 
numerous awards, one-man 
shows, commissions and 
extensive gallery and 
museum showings. 
Located in the Fine Arts 
Building, the Hunt collection 
may be observed 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. weekdays and 2 p.m. to 
5 p.m. weekends. Admission 
is free. 
Eight other art presen- 
tations are scheduled for 
viewing this year including 
the annual University School 
of Art faculty collection and 
two graduate thesis 
exhibitions. 
According to Norman C. 
Evans, director of the 
gallery, the exhibit 
primarily is for students and 
designed to expose them to 
various art styles and 
techniques. 
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Bakers begl 
Bread rises with the sun at Kohl bakery 
By Sieve Swift 
Students walking by the west 
end of Kohl Hall should not 
be surprised if a distinctive 
aroma there conjures up 
Images of mom's apple pie. 
fresh bread and cupcakes. 
Those and other scents are 
emitted from the University 
Bakery, located on the 
dorm's ground floor. It 
provides most of the baked 
goods for the University's 
.Local Briefs 
Bridge lessons 
Persons interested in taking bridge lessons may sign up in 
the Union Activities Office third floor, Union beginning 
Oct5. 
The course will be held for eight consecutive Wednesdays 
from 7:30-9:30 p.m. in the Wayne Room, Union. A free 
help session will be held at 7:30 p.m. today in the Wayne 
Room. 
Fitness program 
Persons  interested  in  participating  in  a supervised 
physical fitness program may attend an information and 
registration meeting at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Capital 
Room, Union. 
The program, open to all residents of the community, will 
be held from 6:45-7:30 a.m. three days a week beginning 
Monday under the direction of Richard W. Bowers, 
director of the University's Human Performance 
Laboratory. 
The only cost is $15 for a required stress test that will 
enable Bowers to design an   individualized program for 
each participant. Participants also are required to have a 
physical examination. 
Persons unable to attend the meeting can report to the 
Benson ticket saies 
Tickets for the George Benson concert Oct. 22 will go on 
sale at 8 a.m. tomorrow in the ticket booth at the in- 
formation desk in the University Union. 
Tickets are $5 and $6 for general admission and reserved 
seats, respectively. 
Other outlets in Bowling Green selling tickets include The 
Source, Finder   Records, and Schoolkids Records. 
Trio concert 
The Trio D'Anches of Cologne will open the 1977-78 Artists 
at the University with a concert at 8 p.m. Monday in the 
Recital Hall. College of Musical Arts Bldg. 
The group, composed of Hansjorg Schellenberger, Hans 
D. Claus and Christoph Carl, made its debut in 1974 and 
has been performing concerts around the world since. 
Other presentations in the series will include the violinist- 
pianist duo of Daniel and Machiko Kobialka Oct. 13 and 
a lecture by playwright Edward Albee Oct. 19. 
Workshops offered 
Workshops being offered by the Center for Continued 
Learning during October include: 
-a slide presentation entitled "Life In the Universe," by 
Roger Ptak, associate professor of physics, Oct. 4; 
-the basics of flower arranging, entitled "Fall Flowers: 
Arranging and Drying." will be presented by Dorothy 
Cromley, flower hobbyist and exhibiter, Oct. U; 
-"Puppetry for Children,"* ill be directed by professional 
puppeteer Nancy Demur    Oct 18, and 
-"Treasures From the Past: Basic Wood Refinishing will 
be explained by Erlynne Hilty, hobbyist. Oct 25. 
All workshops will be held at the center, 194 S. Main St.. 
from 7:30-9:30 pm.  Tuesdays, except for the final one, 
which will be offered at Hilty's home. 
five dining halls and Union. 
THE BAKERY, a division of 
University Food Services, is 
supervised by Richard G. 
Wiedmann, who said he 
started his baker's ap- 
prenticeship 25 years ago in 
his native Germany. 
He came to the U.S. 20 years 
ago and has worked at the 
University for the last 10. His 
day and those of nine other 
employees begins at 5 a.m. 
and ends at 2:30 p.m., 
Monday through Saturday. 
The shop prepares desserts- 
cakes, pies, brownies and 
cookies. In addition, it 
makes pizza crusts, hoagie 
buns, dinner rolls and bread. 
For breakfast, the shop 
provides sleepy students 
with pastries and an oc- 
casional creme puff to go 
with their coffee. 
ITEMS MADE each week 
include 480 cakes, 420 pies, 
420 dinner rolls, 1200 pizza 
crusts, 960 hoagie buns, 1800 
brownies and 420 danish. 
Those baked goods require 
1,200 pounds of flour, 1,000 
pounds of sugar, 750 pounds 
of shortening, 400 pounds of 
fruit and 3,000 eggs. 
The bakery employs a 
purchasing agent who bids 
for high quantity products in 
an attempt to keep costs 
minimal. 
Presently, students cannot 
buy food directly from the 
bakery. Wiedmann said 
although he thinks that 
would be a good idea, it is not 
feasible. 
The Link offers students 
crisis help, counseling 
ByKurtMaier 
In 1975. KARMA and Crisis 
Center, two local social 
services, combined to form a 
county wide service called 
the Link. 
Since then, the Link has 
mushroomed into a complete 
and innovative crisis center 
using a volunteer staff of two 
administrators, 75 coun- 
selors and a secretary to 
help nearly 10,000 Wood 
County residents annually. 
Operating around the clock, 
365 days a year, the Link 
provides drug education and 
counseling, family and 
senior citizen assistance, 
counseling and moral sup- 
port for those with sex- 
related and other problems. 
NOT ONLY DOES the Link 
provide telephone and walk- 
in services, but it also 
monitors Citizen's Band 
channel 9, the first such 
service in the U.S. An 
outreach program, involving 
sending counselors to 
private homes also is 
available. 
The Link's services are free 
and confidential. Funding is 
received from the Wood 
County Mental Health and 
Retardation Board, the 
United Way, the Department 
of Public Welfare and 
donations. 
Presently located at 
Thurstin Avenue and Pike 
Street, the Link will be 
moving in December. The 
location has not yet been 
determined. However, the 
telephone number, 352-1545 
will remain the same. 
ALONG WITH THE new 
facilities will be new faces, 
according to Dr. Harvey S. 
Meskin, the executive 
director. The staff is 
inadequate to serve area 
residents. Meskin said, ad- 
ding that applications will be 
taken through Friday. 
Applicants for positions first 
are psychologically 
screened Next, applicants 
must spend 43 hours at- 
tending special classes and a 
minimum of 20 hours as an 
apprentice before they are 
hired as a counselor. 
Grant to fund media courses 
The National Endowment for Humanities, an agency 
created by Congress as part of the National Science Foun- 
dation, has awarded a $20,000 grant to the Research Services 
Office of the Graduate College to support two new courses. 
The courses, "Television as Popular Culture" and "The 
Electronic Media," will focus on the effect of the electronic 
media on society. 
Michael Marsden, assistant professor of popular culture, is 
creator of the courses. He said he came up with the Ideas at a 
seminar he attended last year. , 
Marsden explained that the courses are designed to in- 
troduce a technological aspect to the liberal arts program by 
dealing with the subjects in greater depth. 
The departments of sociology, political science and the 
radio-television-film division of the department, of speech 
also will participate In the courses. 
The grant will be in effect from Oct. 1.1977 through August 
1978 enabling the program to undergo a trial period. 
KKK offers services to blacks 
MONTGOMERY, Ala. 
(AP)—With a medley of 
tunes, not just the old theme 
song of racia. strife, the 
hooded remnants of the Ku 
Klux Klan are marching 
again. And, again, they are 
encountering angry 
resistance, black and white. 
But   the  battleground  is 
moving also to the courts, 
says Imperial Wizard Robert 
M. "Bobby" Shelton. And, he 
says, in combatting school 
busing, "we're even offering 
our legal services to blacks." 
Some black parents in- 
dicated a willingness to 
accept   the   offer,   Shelton 
says, "but the NAACP and 
other organizations scared 
them off." 
Shelton, who reigns over 
the United Klans of America, 
says the KKK is becoming 
more aggressive and more 
visible in court and in the 
streets. 
Environmentalists seek to ban throwaways 
WASHINGTON   (AP)- 
Ninety-nine bottles of 
beer In the ditch. 
Ninety-nine bottles of beer. 
But put money down and 
you'll turn it around. 
There'll only be 18 bottles 
of beer In the ditch. 
Eighteen bottles of beer. 
That, at least. Is the hope 
of environmentalists hoping 
for a law to require deposits 
on all beverage containers In 
an effort to keep the cans and 
bottles in use and off the 
roadside. 
MOST OF THE nation's 
brewers, soft drink makers 
and can and bottle 
manufacturers are opposing 
the effort. 
Oregon laid the way five 
years ago and serves as the 
test case in the struggle, but 
both sides can produce 
statistics which they say 
prove their point. 
Since the Oregon law was 
passed most "bottle bills," 
calling for mandatory 
deposits have been defeated. 
except      in      Vermont, g*x-x-K*x.:*:.:.:.:.^^ 8 
Michigan, South Dakota and 
a few local Jurisdictions. 
Among the measures 
being held up is a national 
bottle bill, promoted by Sen. 
Mark Hatfleld (R-Ore.). The 
measure was recently 
rejected 10-6 In committee, 
but Hatfield reportedly is 
considering submitting the 
proposal to the full Senate. 
IN THE MEANTIME, all 
government agencies, 
responding to earlier 
legislation, are scheduled to 
report late this month on 
plans to limit beverage sales 
on federal property to 
returnable containers. 
Getting a head start was 
the National Park Service, 
which instituted a retur- 
nable-only policy this 
summer at most of its 
facilities. 
Final details of the project 
have not been compiled, but 
a spokeswoman said that 
"aside from a few minor 
problems, it seemed to work 
well " and resulted in a 
reduction of litter. 
THE DEFENSE Depart- 
ment got into the act early 
and is in the midst of a year- 
long trial of returnables-only 
at 10 military bases. 
A spokesman said there 
had been some initial 
problems in starting the test, 
but no major difficulties 
have been reported. 
PRESENTS 
| TICKETS 
Meanwhile, the battle 
between environmentalists 
and manufacturers con- 
tinues with both sides 
claiming their plan is the 
energy saver. 
ALBERT ARR of the Glass 
Manufacturer's Institute, 
noting that refutable bottles 
are heavier and require 
more energy and materials 
to make, said they must be 
returned seven or eight 
times before they constitute 
an energy savings over the 
lighter, throwaway bottles. 
Arr said no definite figures 
on returns are available 
nationwide, adding that 
return rates vary from city 
to city. In New York, for 
example, nearly everything 
is thrown away, while in 
Chicago the majority of 
bottles is returned. 
He said that his most 
recent report from Oregon 
indicates  that  bottles  are 
being returned an average of 
about 10 times each. That 
rate saves energy in com- 
parison to throwaways. but 
he said that before Oregon's 
law was passed the return 
rate was 22 times per bottle. 
BY CONTRAST, en- 
vironmentalists are 
estimating between 14 and 18 
returns per bottle in Oregon, 
and a state spokeswoman 
said the latest figures 
available there indicate 
between 18 to 20 returns per 
bottle. 
Both returnable and 
throwaway containers are 
available in most of the 
country and sales figures 
show some contrasts in 
consumer preference. 
For example, in New York 
City returnables make up 
less than one per cent of the 
sales, while in Chicago they 
account for70 percent. 
THE GEORGE BENSON HOMECOMING CONCERT 
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Rhodes, Japanese negotiate 
Honda may manufacture in Ohio 
" COLUMBUS, i API—The state will offer Honda Motor Co. 
"nothing special" in an effort to lure the Japanese industry to 
Ohio, Gov. James A. Rhodes said yesterday. 
He refused to confirm Japanese newspaper reports that the 
motorcycle-auto manufacturer had already purchased a site 
in Union County for the $37.5 million plant that would employ 
300 to 400 workers. 
"Honda's been looking at Ohio, they've been in and out of 
here on many occasions," Rhodes said. "It's the same as 
Volkswagen. You don't know until they make the final an- 
nouncement. " 
LAST YEAR, the West German automakers passed over 
Ohio in favor of a new plant site in Pennsylvania. 
The governor said yesterday the initial contact with the 
motorcycle and auto manufacturer came during a 1976 trip 
he made to Japan with James Duerk, director of the 
Department of Economic and Community Development 
Serious negotiations on what would be the firm's first U.S. 
plant began during a visit by Duerk last April. 
"Final discussions are underway with Honda officials," 
the governor said, "but no official announcement can be 
made until Honda reaches their final decision." 
RHODES TOLD the news conference that Ohio would offer 
Honda "nothing special in this that we wouldn't do for any 
other industry." 
"We are the largest manufacturer of accessories and parts 
for the auto," he added. "It just adds to what we know best. 
We have the most skilled workers. 
"We are hopeful that Honda will settle on Ohio. We have 
assured them of the full cooperation of this administration 
and legislative leaders." 
DUERK CONFIRMED that Honda had "looked at several 
other states" for a possible location. 
Duerk said railroad access and water service were two 
problem areas for Honda in Union County. 
He said land on the site of the Ohio Transportation 
Research Center "could be in their thinking" in picking an 
exact site. 
WASHINGTON (AP)- 
Whatever happened to Walter F. Mondale? 
Eight months ago he moved into the vice presidency, 
established what he called "a perfect relationship" with 
President Carter, and set off on trips to Europe and Japan as 
the President's highly visible emissary. 
But in recent weeks, the vice president has nearly sunk 
from public view, so much so that at least one of his staff 
members worries that "in terms of strategy, it makes sense 
for Mondale to be a little more visible than he's been.'' 
WHILE MONDALE takes pains to defer to the President, 
his staff members are mindful of his public image and the 
possibility that someday he may run for the presidency 
himself. 
Close aides to the vice president say he is as busy as he has 
ever been in the Carter administration, but his ac- 
tivities—advising Carter, attending Carter's meetings with 
foreign officials, quietly lobbying the Senate, and making 
out-of-town political speeches—are not likely to attract 
public attention. 
"What's happened to Walter Mondale? I don't know how 
many people are asking me that," said James Johnson, his 
executive assistant. "But the weeks since Labor Day have 
been the busiest three weeks since he came into office." 
DM THE INTERNATIONAL sphere, Mondale took part last 
week in meetings Carter held with Egyptian Foreign 
Minister Ismail Fahmy, Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe 
. .DUERK SAID negotiations would probably resume with 
Honda officials "within 10 days." 
He said two locations in southwestern Ohio were also under 
consideration, but indicated those unspecified sites were long 
shots. 
Japan's leading economic daily newspaper, Ninon Keizai, 
reported yesterday that Honda had already purchased the 
plant site, about 20 miles northwest of Columbus. Plans 
called for construction to begin in early 1978 so production 
could start by next fall, the daily reported. 
THE NEWSPAPER said a formal agreement will be 
signed some time in mid-October after the state approves 
appropriations for the construction of a spur railroad and the 
laying of drainage pipes related to the project 
The plant will first produce motorcycles and later also 
manufacture cars, the newspaper said. 
Japan's Kyodo news service said Honda is believed em- 
barking on the project to alleviate growing U.S. moves to 
restrict booming imports of Japanese cars. 
Honda is the world's largest manufacturer of motorcycles 
and Japan's fifth biggest car producer. 
Rhodes defends 'Japs' remark 
Gov. James A. Rhodes unflinchingly used the term "Japs" 
today when referring to Japanese businessmen with whom 
he is negotiating for a Honda Motor Co. plant in Ohio. 
"You can't sell the Japs anything," Rhodes said yesterday 
at a news conference, when asked what kind of sales pitch 
Ohio officials would use to lure Honda to the state. 
A few minutes later, a television reporter asked, "Don't 
you think that calling them Japs could upset them?" 
"Japs are Japanese," Rhodes replied. "They can call us 
Yankees, whatever it is." 
The governor charmed visiting Japanese businessmen two 
years ago when, during a trip to Ohio, he treated them to a 
fast food brunch at a hamburger chain in which he owns 
stock. 
Da van and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko. 
With the President, Mondale has been urging his former 
colleagues in the Senate to support the Panama Canal treaty. 
His much-heralded role in setting U.S. policy towards 
Africa has lessened to some extent, although he is still 
"keeping himself up to date on the African developments," 
Johnson said. 
On domestic issues, Mondale announced the ad- 
ministration's proposal last week for expanded home rule for 
the District of Columbia. He is working with Carter qn the 
administration's major tax revision plan, expected to be 
announced within two weeks. 
HE TRIED TO shepherd the administration's election law 
reform package through Congress, but ran head-on into 
Republican and Democratic opposition (hat he could not 
overcome. 1 
Working mostly on the telephone, he has spent a con- 
siderable amount of time in recent days fighting for the 
administration's proposed crude oil (8x and against 
deregulation of natural gas prices, but he has met with less 
than total success. 
The Senate Finance Committee rejected'the crude oil tax 
and the full Senate's moves toward removing controls from 
the price of natural gas forced Carter last Saturday to raise 
the threat of a veto. 
He carries out most of his Senate-related activities on the 
telephone, but on occasion fills his constitutional role of 
presiding over the Senate. 
Proposal to create energy deportment 
Attorney general urges end to PUCO 
COLUMBUS (AP)--Atty. 
Gen. William J. Brown can 
expect stiff opposition to his 
bombshell proposal to 
abolish the Public Utilities 
Commission (PUCO) along 
with several other energy- 
related agencies. 
Brown, a Democrat, made 
his proposal yesterday in 
announcing his vision of a 
state Department of Energy. 
"The idea is bereft of sound 
regulatory philosophy," said 
C. Luther Heckman, the 
Republican' PUCO chair- 
man. 
DAVID C. SWEET, the lone 
Democrat on the three- 
member commission, also 
did not side with Brown. 
"We very much need an 
energy department, but at 
the same time we're still 
going to need a regulatory 
agency," Sweet said. He also 
noted that Brown's idea runs 
contrary to President 
Carter's new Department of 
Energy which did not absorb 
the Federal Power Com- 
mission, equivalent to the 
PUCO on the national level. 
Brown confirmed earlier 
reports that he has not talked 
with Democratic legislative 
leaders. House Speaker 
Vernal G. Riffe or Senate 
President Oliver Ocasek, 
about his proposals. 
"But the amendments 
haven't even been drafted 
yet," a Brown spokesman 
said. He gave assurances 
Riffe and Ocasek would be 
consulted before the 
proposal is offered to the 
legislature. 
BROWN SAID his idea would 
hit the Senate floor in the 
form   of  amendments  to 
House Bill 415 which also 
seeks to establish an en e r gy 
department. Rep. Thomas 
J. Carney (D-Boardman) 
wrote the legislation which 
does not call for the broad 
reorganization sought by 
Brown. 
"I don't think there's any 
more important subject to 
the lifeblood of this state 
than energy," Brown told a 
news conference. 
Brown refused to criticize 
any agency, but said the 
state has been unable to 
develop a coordinated 
energy policy because 
leadership is lacking. 
"Right now we're spending 
$30 million on these agencies 
and I don't think we're 
getting our money's worth," 
Brown said. 
Petitioners predict 
'ghost towns' in Ohio 
BERLIN HEIGHTS, (AP)-West central Lake Erie 
communities would become "...the biggest ghost towns in the 
world" if Ohio Edison cannot go ahead with a $2.6 billion 
nuclear power plant, a contractor has argued. 
Joe Alotta of the North Central Building and Construction 
Trades Council has another 30 days to gather petitions to go 
ahead with the plant 
Casualties high in Chicago rat war 
CHICAGO (AP)-Frank 
Stemberk is commander in 
chief of Chicago's Great Rat 
War. 
He's passsing out free rat 
traps to anyone who wants 
them and trying to come up 
with more money to rein- 
state a dollar-a-head bounty 
on the rodents. 
Stemberk, alderman of the 
22nd Ward on the city's West 
side, passed out $720 in one 
recent week-that's 720 dead 
rats. 
THE BOUNTY fund was 
exhausted, however, as men 
and boys raced through the 
peaceable, middle-class 
neighborhood with clubs and 
baseball bats. 
"We'd like to find an angel to 
put up more so we could keep 
paying the bounty," 
Stemberk said in an in- 
terview "Our office put up 
$500 and businessmen in our 
community donated $220. 
But it was all gone after 
seven days. 
"One woman called up and 
said she had killed 23 rats," 
Stemberk said. "When I got 
to the house with the $23, she 
said that she and her 
husband and son had killed 
two more and the count was 
now 25. As we were going 
into the backyard to verify 
the kill, a live one came 
running down the gangway 
and her son beat it to death 
with a baseball bat I gave 
her $26." 
STEMBERK SAYS the 
urban rat problem is too big 
for any one community. 
"It exists in every one of our 
major urban areas," he said. 
"We need help from the 
Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare and 
help from the Environ- 
mental Protection Agency. 
"You can't use just any 
poison," he said. "That's 
probably just as well 
because some of the poisons 
kill humans, dogs and cats. 
But many of the rats are now 
becoming  immune to the 
major poisons, such as 
warfarin, and are becoming 
superrats. They're 
proliferating. In my own 
backyard I caught 20 in a 
week." 
But he was far from home-a 
woman's complaint of a rat 
biting her 2-year-old child 
fresh on his mind-when he 
hit on the bounty idea. 
"I went on a trip to Utah at 
the time when they had just 
taken the bounty off 
coyotes," he said. "A ran- 
cher complained to me, 'How 
would you like it if you city 
people weren't allowed to kill 
rats'1' When I got back to 
Chicago, I knew Just what to 
do." 
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Rhodes wants claims dropped 
CINCINNATI (API—Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes has 
asked a federal appeals court to dismiss claims against him 
in connection with the deaths of four students during a 1970 
anti-war rally at Kent State University. 
"There is no evidence that Gov. H'todes misused any of his 
powers. Rather uncontroverted evidence clearly indicates he 
properly exercised his powers," attorneys for Rhodes argued 
in an appeal filed Monday with the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals. 
THE APPELLATE court last month ordered a new trial 
for Rhodes and other state officials and National Guardsmen 
named in a $46 million damage suit 
The defendants had been cleared of financial liability in an 
earlier trial in the U.S. District Court of Judge Don J. Young. 
The governor argued that the "only conceivable basis for 
liability" against him was that he was governor of Ohio. 
"There is no evidence that Gov. Rhodes misused any of his 
powers," the appeal claimed. "The evidence clearly In- 
dicates that he properly exercised his powers as governor." 
RHODES JOINED with other state officials, who Bled a 
separate appeal with the court to rehear the case with all 
members of the court present 
Normally, appeals are heard by three judges. 
There was no word when the appellate court might act on 
the requests by the state officials. 
The state officials argued that the lower court decision 
should be reaffirmed. However, if concern still exists after 
an appellate re-examination, a hearing should be held to 
determine whether the jury felt threatened. 
THE APPELLATE court, in overturning the earlier ruling, 
noted that at least one juror had been "threatened and 
assaulted" near the end of the 15-week trial. 
The officials claimed that there was no evidence that the 
verdict was tainted 
"The plaintiffs have produced no evidence, no statement, 
no affidavit that the juror who was threatened, or the 
remainder of the panel, rendered a decision based on fear, 
coercion, or intimidation," the state officials argued In their 
appeal. 
Classifieds 
FOUND 
Gold watch on Troup ST. near 
channel 57. If you can identity 
It  It is yours! Call 352 7475. 
SERVICESOFFERED 
and 
352 
Experienced lead guitarist 
with background vocals. Into 
rock, iazz and soul. To join or 
start band. Call Rick. 357 7734. 
Campus Calendar 
Campus Calendar is a list of the day's events (meetings, 
lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to 
readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free and open 
to the public To submit an entry. Campus Calendar forms 
are available at the News office, 106 University Hall, 37? 
2003 There is no charge for listings submitted to this sec 
lions. 
WEDNESDAY 
Meetings 
Senior   meeting    10 11   a.m.,   5 6  p.m.  Main  Auditorium, 
University Hall Placement manuals distributed and general 
information, sponsored by Career Planning and Placement 
Services 
Fulbright Scholarship Information meeting    10 a.m.. River 
Room, Union Open to all seniors and graduate students In 
terested in studying abroad 
Community   service   protect*—6   p.m..   United   Christian 
Ftllowshlp, 313 Thurstin Rd 
University Theater auditions    MO p m., 402 University Hall 
For the Oct. 77 ?9 production of "Gingerbread Lady." 
University Theater auditions    7 11 p m , 400 University Hall 
For the Nov. 16 19 productm of "Three Penny Opera." 
Women's Lacrosse Organization -7 p.m.. Women's locker 
room, Statium 
Royal  Green  Information  night    730 p.m.,  253 Memorial 
Hall Open to all interested women. 
Bridge  help session -7 30 v 30 p.m.,  Wayne  Room,  Union 
Class tor Inexperienced players signed up for UAO bridge 
series 
Lectures 
ACT Bible study methods    ?p.m 603Clough St. 
"Hermaneutics" ACT Bible study—2:30p.m., 603 Clough St. 
"Love, Hate. Fear and Anger" ACT Bible study    6:30 p.m., 
603CloughSt. 
Entertainment 
Faculty swim-11:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m.. Natatorlum Open to all 
faculty and staff, 35 cents admission, 10 cent suit rental 
Rugby practice- 4 30 p.m.. Field north of Memorial Hall 
Public skating -8 10 p.m.,  ice Arena Admission Si 50 with 
ID, skate rental 75 cents, 50 cents for student*. 
Stargazing    9p.m. Roof of Life Science Bldg. 
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Expert  typing  at  reasonable 
rates. Call 157 7305.  
Sound systems Campus en- 
terprises. Your campus 
connection lor T shirts, sound 
systems and the on campus 
representatives   tor   Playboy 
Enttrprlses. Call 357 9310.  
WANTED 
Female rmmt. to share large 
turn, house near campus. $85. 
Including utll. Call Shelley at 
352 9147.  
Babysitter for 3 children. 
Tues. a. Thurs. afternoon. Own 
transportation. 357 3335. 
Male rmmt. to share 2 bdrm. 
apt, with 3 others. 352 0316. 
1 Ml. needed to share apt. 
Furnished and close to cam 
pus. S65. per month. Sept. 
June   Call Bob at 352 8703 or 
37? 30?8  
Volunteer to tutor, recreate 
with Woodlane students, be a 
big brother, big sister, work to 
enhance apartment life or 
work with senior citizens. Call 
Jan at 352 7534 United 
Christian Fellowship. You're 
needed today! 
I fm. rmmt. to share house. 
Own room, close to campus. 
168 mo Call 352 0518 for more 
info. 
Babysitter needed. Approx 
Bam 4pm.    Mon. Fri.    Own 
trans. 352 1748 after noon. 
H1LP WANTED  
Pt.    time    help    day 
evenings.   B.G.  Auction. 
2548.  
Full or Pt. time. Couples 
Individuals needing more 
income Unusual opportunity 
tor good earnings. Open 
meeting Sun. Oct. 2; 2 p.m., 5 
p.m., 8 p.m. at Howard 
Johnson's B.G..0 
Victoria Station is accepting 
applications for dishwashing 
positions. Apply In person 
between 2 5 Mon. Fri. 1418 S 
Reynolds Rd. 1275 per hr. 
PERSONAL*  
KAPPA SIG'S GET 
PSYCHED    FOR    PLEDGE 
DAY,   FRIDAY   SEPT     30th 
THE PHI MU'S   _^_ 
Phi Mu's wish to thank Delta 
Tau Deltas tor Friday night. 
Alpha Gamma Delta PLEDGE 
JAMBOREE iscomlng watch 
forit!!! 
Sigma Chi rush party. 7:30 
9 00, all men welcome, 
refreshments "Come and see 
what our fraternity is really 
about " 
Come out to the THETA CHI 
rush party tonight at 7:X. Off 
campus and fraternity life 
combined. Rides available in 
dorm lounges or can 352-1175. 
Beer blast open to all at 
Commons N.E. 9:001:00. 
Thursday. Sept. 29. 
2nd hand lover slightly used, 
low mileage and no rust. 
Handles right, will last for yrs. 
Going cheap, but what a heap 
Best  offer over  18   Call 372 
3830 Ask for Michael.  
For 27' / cents a day you can 
••••••*•••••••••••••••*•*••••••• 
BE REMEMBERED!! 
Have your senior picture taken for the 19 78 KEY!! 
• t-'fca'a Aht* 
Uftyem C* 
»M. 4 SotMKW 
SwiHiu AlfcMWM 
IUC'HJ. OH 
education 
This  special  section  ot  ihe  KEY  will  include  the senior's  name, 
hometown  and new this vear -major. 
The senior index will briefly list the senior's activities during his or her 
years at Bowling Green 
Graduate 
Activities 
ACOCKS. LARRY: SCEC. Intramurals 
ADAMS. AUGUSTUS: Tau Kappa Epsilon  Psi Chi 
Studeni assembly, legal Society 
ADAMS.  ELAINE:  Alpha  lambda  Delta.   Kappa 
Delia Pi, Sal I Student Speech & Heating Astoc 
ADI. DEIORAH: Alpha Gamma Delia  Women's 
Chorus 
ADUSKRGH.  MARY  IO:   Beta   Gamma   Ph, 
Accounting Club Women in Business 
AsSERS. IARIARA: Pre-Keg assistant. Orientation 
leader  Intramurals 
AliANISE, SANTINA:  \at I  Sludeni  Speech  & 
Hearing Assoc . Intramurals 
AtiERT, NANCY: OSHA. NSSHA 
Pictures will be taken at the KEY office. 310 Student Services Bldg 
between Oct   10 and Nov  4. The sitting fee is $3.75. and is charged to 
your account 
Tit" s'o^Jv?'fife '^^ and reS6rVe Y0Uf SPaCe '" ,he Senior ***«, Of I np iv/o KtY! 
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Do you want to fly? 
Face '!       you ve always w.mtpii to My* Most ol us rempmbft mat feeling 
has never gone away 
and lot a loiof us ■! 
You're m luch Air Force ROIC can sal you *mg.ng Our Fl.grit Instruction Program (FlP) is 
desiqned to leach you the basic-, of inghi and includes Hying lessons m light ai'craM at a 
rivilinn.operated flying school 
the program ■* an EXTRA given to cadets who can become Ac Force pilots through Air Fotxe 
FtOTC TaHen during the senior year m coiieqe it is the lirtl slop up for the cadei wno is g**mg 
on to Air Force iet pilot framing after graduation 
Air Force F»OTC also has a scholarship program 10 pay to> COOKS  lees and fun tuition, along 
win $100 a monin Thu. is all reserved tor tne cadet who wants to get his life o'f the ground 
wilh AK Force flying 
Air Force ROTC- Gateway to a Great Way of Life 
CONTACT: 
DEPT. OF 
AEROSPACE STUDIES 
164 Memorial Hall 
372-2176 
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get: complete excercise 
facilities and equipment, 
hydro spa whirlpool, indoor 
heated        pool. outside 
recreation, open 7 days a 
week, shower massage, 
dressing rooms, consultation, 
metos sauna, at the Fitness 
World Health Spa. 7th & High 
St. 352 3778 It's fun. it's 
inexpensive, it's convenient, 
It'scoadl 
BOATS      AGAINST       THE 
CURRENT . a new album by 
Eric Carman on Arista 
Records. 
Want a sound system that 
plays the best in disco and 
rock? That played the great 
events Beta 500. Heart Fund 
Dance Marathon and Happy 
hours? Dirty City Sound. 35? 
2494. 
Beer blast open to all Com 
monsN E 9 00 1 00 Thursday. 
Sept. n.  
FOR SALE 
weeks old 669 9473. 
1973 Hillcrest 12x60 2 bdrm, 
washer dryer and 10x8 utility 
shed Excel, cond. Prof, 
moving 669 0603. 
Realistic turntable and amp. 1 
yr. old. Call 352 2122 eves. 
Stop Hitchhiking. 1969 Bulck 
LaSabre convertible. New top, 
excel cond. and full power. 
Needs some body work JSOO.OO 
372 6411 
Lloyd's stereo receiver record 
changer and two speakers. 
$50 00 Call 372 4678 
Car stereo FM cassette player. 
Sony. S100. 372 33*5.  
. .or rent io»50 mobile home. 
Located across from campus 
357 0100 
Green Schwinn 10 speed. Need 
money Call 2 3943 and ask for 
Tom. 
Free puppies  Call 323 6543 
Full    set   of    scuba   gear. 
Reasonably priced. 37? 3717 
Clarinet,  wooden  Normandy 
Good condition  35? 7348 
PC 3015 automatic turntable in 
excel  cond  37? 1907 
'69 Ford wagon.  Runs great. 
352 7291.  
1969   Ford   van.   ^rtiaiTy 
customised     Call   352 3809. 
Beofre 12 noon or after 5:00. 
1V73  Mustanq   VB  automatic. 
power   brakes  and   steering. 
Low   mileage.    Very    good 
condition. 6690232. 
Sears   black   walnut   stereo. 
S150 00 669 9473. 
6  German  shepherd  collie 
mixed   puppies.  Wormed.   14 
Refrigerator tor sale or rent 
352 0411.  
2 pair headphones. SI0 and S20 
I amp  30 watts RMS. 130. Call 
352 9235  after  6 and  ask  tor 
Dan. 
1973 Wsuper beetle. AM FM 
tape  deck.   Excel,  cond.  669 
0603 
1969   Buick   Wildcat    Good 
condition Best offer 352 4546 
Comfortable    rocking   chair. 
110 352 9227.  
71  Dafsun   1700-iaoo or best 
offer Call after 4. 352 7892. 
26"   girls  bike.  New  tires. 
Excel cond S30 00. Call after 5 
p m 686 5275. 
FOR RENT 
Fully furn effec , shag, 2 rms, 
or 2 people. Heats fast, excel 
cond . winter & spring qtrs 
Call 37? 6593, leave message. 
HOLIDAY INN of 
BOWLING GREEN 
"G€ORG€ Ml" 
OCT. 7*8. 14*15, 71*21, ?8A» 
Utterly flamboyant and utterly proud George Ml 
captures the essence of the American spirit and fills 
the stage with the fireworks of Cohan's music such 
as: Over There, Blllie, Give My Regards to Broad 
way, Mary, Yankee Doodle Dandy, Harrigan, and of 
course. You're A Grand Old Flag! It's the life of 
George Michael Cohan, "we tell it where he lived it 
onstage!" 
DOORSOPEN AT8 30 
SHOWTIME9 OOP M 
STUDENTS $3.50 
NON STUDENTS $5.00 
IITIIT IIIIIIIIIIII 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••it* 
203 N. MAIN 
A pizza nwr had it so good 
SIZES     10"     12"     14"      16" 
Submarines    Sandwiches 
Su. - Thurs.  4:30 p.m. to 1 am. 
Fri. S Sat.  4:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
FREE DEL/VERY        $1.70MMmum 
352-5166 
Kent is still at unrest; 
soccer game canceled 
By Tom Baumano 
Aislstant Sports Editor 
KENT, 0.-There have been 
soccer games canceled because 
of rain, snow and high winds. 
Now add "no field" to the list. 
A demonstration at the new 
gym site here forced the can- 
celation of Saturday's scheduled 
game. The protesters, who op- 
posed the building of the gym on 
the site where four Kent State 
University (KSU) students were 
killed 1970. disrupted most of the 
campus  operations during  the 
weekend. 
ATTENDANCE at the Kent- 
Ball State football game 
Saturday was barely over 
6,000—a relatively low figure. It 
generally was blamed on the 
insecurity that surrounded the 
area over the weekend. 
Visitors also had a difficult 
time finding their way around the 
campus due to the large mob. 
"According to what they (Kent 
State officials) told us," Falcon 
coach Mickey Cochrane said. 
"there was no field tor us to play 
on. The people wno were In 
charge of the maintenance of the 
fields were put on special notice 
and used for security purposes 
during the weekend." 
Fortunately, no demon- 
strations were scheduled in 
Delaware last night The Falcons 
even had a field to play on—Roy 
Rike Field as they faced Ohio 
Wesleyanat7:S0. 
THATS THE Falcons' major 
concern now—the need to play. 
"We need an official game." 
C ochrane said. "We're ready to 
-..^ ~- .......    r«ge< 
play In all aspects of our game, 
but the only way we can evaluate 
ourselves Is in a game. 
The Bishops have traditionally 
been a tough opponent for BG, 
but Cochrane Is more concerned 
about the state of the Falcon 
team. 
"WE HA VENT played in over 
a week," he said. "We managed 
to get Eastern Michigan down 
here last Saturday for a scrim- 
mage, but it's not the same as a 
real game. I'm anxious to see 
how we will do under official 
conditions. 
First ID spike is big 
thrill for Dorsett 
A P Nowspholo 
Tony Dorsett:   Football's number one Spilcor 
Ruggers win pair 
■i 
By Denne H. Freeman 
AP Sports Writer 
DALLAS (AP)—Tony Dorsett made the longest touchdown 
run for the Dallas Cowboys in two years Sunday but the 
million-dollar rookie can only dream for the present of his 
first celebration spike, not the starting lineup. 
Dorsett exploded 11 and 34 yards in a 41-21 victory over the 
New York Giants under Death Valley 106-degree heat con- 
ditions in Texas Stadium. 
The usually stoic Dorsett spiked the ball after each touch- 
down something he wasn't allowed to do in college at Pitt- 
sburgh, where he became a Heisman Trophy winner and the 
all-time ground gainer of the sport. 
THE FIRST spike rated a near perfect 10 as it bounced off 
the Texas Stadium Tartan Turf and soared goalpost high. 
The second one almost injured a teammate. 
"I've always wanted to spike a ball but it was illegal in 
college." said Dorsett. "I had been planning it (the spike)." 
Dorsett hadn't even scored a touchdown for Dallas in the 
preseason, spending a good deal of bench time because of 
injury. He's still on the bench a lot because he is behind 11- 
year veteran Preston Pearson in the complex Cowboy of- 
fense. 
Even Dorsett is still unhappy with the way he is playing. "1 
missed an audible and I didn't think my blocking was up to 
par, but those things will come with playing time," said 
Dorsett. "I have a long way to go." 
Sports 
Tuesday, September tl, Itn 
DALLAS  COACH  Tom  Landry  called Dorsett's  per- 
formance "exceptional." 
landry doesn't say "exceptional" with abandon. 
He also said Dorsett's 34-yard scoring dash which included 
a lightning lateral move of four yards was "super." 
landry doesn't call many things "super." 
HE CONCLUDED, "Tony needs a few more games like 
this to gain his confidence and then he'll get better and 
better." 
In other words, Pearson is still the starter. 
Pearson had another excellent game himself, catching an 
11-yard touchdown pass but said even though he is starting he 
still has "no respect" from the media. 
"I wish I had played more in the second half," said 
Pearson. "You can't improve like you want to if you're over 
on the sidelines collecting splinters." 
UNTIL DORSETT gets more experience, landry is going 
with experience-Pearson. 
It's like third-string tailback Doug Dcnnison said Monday. 
"Tony doesn't know the names of all the players on the other 
teams and all the assignments. But he does know what to do 
with the football." 
And now he knows how to spike it 
The Bowling Green rugby 
team opened its season last 
weekend with a dishear- 
tening loss, but bounced 
back with two big victories. 
In what was to be a 
rebuilding year, the opening 
loss to John Carroll didn't 
look too promising. John 
Carroll's fleet backs left the 
Falcon ruggers look like they 
were sleeping. 
BG's defense was enough 
to keep the match scoreless 
Cav's cut Williams 
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP)-The Cleveland Cavaliers of the 
National Basketball Association cut four players Monday, 
including Chuckie Williams, the team's No. 1 draft choice in 
1976. 
The 6-foot-3 Kansas State guard was a reserve for the 
Cavaliers last year. 
Also cut was this year's seventh-round draft choice, Bob 
Riddle, a 6-9 forward who played college basketball at 
Eastern Michigan. 
Two free agents also were released on waivers—Mankato 
State forward Elisha McSweeney, 6-6, and McNeese State 
center Ed Lawrence, 6-11. 
The cuts leave 13 players in camp. Those remaining are 
two rookies, guards Ed Jordan and Steve Grote, free agent 
Don Smith and 10 returning veterans. Two more players have 
to be cut before the Oct 18 opening of the NBA's regular 
season. 
until the last minute of play. 
John Carroll was awarded a 
penalty kick in front of the 
goalposts and put the ball 
through the uprights to win, 
3-0. 
PERSONNEL changes 
made a difference as the 
Falcons easily defeated their 
next two opponents. In the 
second match, the Falcons 
downed powerhouse Ohio 
State,12-7. 
Eliminating most of the 
first game mistakes, BG 
worked the ball out to 
veteran Rick Griswold who 
sprinted 70 yards to put BG 
on top, 4-0. 
The Falcons then moved 
out to an 8-0 lead when Roger 
Mazzarella picked off an 
Ohio State pass and went in 
to score. Ohio State picked 
up seven points on a try and 
kick, but its attempt was not 
enough   for   the   win   as 
Griswold won a foot race for 
another score. 
IN THE THIRD match, 
BG dumped Mid-American 
Conference (MAC) rival 
Kent State, 10-4. Roger 
Hamilton and Mike Haggins 
scored for the Falcons with 
goal line dives while Maz- 
zarella added a conversion 
kick. 
Behind 10-4, Kent had a 
chance to win the match on a 
break play. The Golden 
Flashes picked up a loose 
ball and sprinted for the BG 
goal line with the nearest 
Falcon defender 20 yards 
away. But the Kent rugger 
ran past the goal line, 
through the endzone and 
over the endzone backline 
where the ball was whistled 
dead. 
This weekend, the Falcons 
face Denison University for 
two matches in Granville. 
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Wed. Sept. 28     8 - 10 p.m. 
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NOT   'OR   WEALTH 
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Munchies 
& a Good Time 
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ana 
NEW RELEASES 
REG. $7.99 NOW...  SPECIALS 
BARRY WHITE 
SINGS FOR SOMEONE YOU LOVE 4.99 • 
ELVIS . ._ 
MOODV BLUE 4 " * 
CHICAGO 11        4.99 + 
STEELY DAN   4.69 * 
PARAPHENAUA 
\ ROACH CLIPS 
\   10%OFF 
Clip this coupon 
"Yoiir NEW RECORD CONNECTION" 
NOW HIRING WAITRESSES AND WAITERS, 
MUST BE 21.  FULL OR PART-TIME. 
ALSO HIRING MISCELLANEOUS HELP, - MUST BE 18. 
APPLY ANY EVENING: 
DIXIE ELECTRIC CO. 
LOCATED ON U.S. 
25 25481 Diiie Highway 
Perrysbure. Ohio 43551 
419-174-1649 
*$* *«fcfr 
* Wide Record and Tape Selection 
•k Largest Smoke Shop in Town 
* Adjacent to Founders Quad. 
522 E. WOOSTER 
We're here Monday thru Saturday   Sundays 12-6 
PHONE— 352-7444 
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Terry Goodman 
It was worth the effort 
By Terry Goodman 
Sports Editor 
SHORT STUFF:For years, it's been a habit of 
mine. Sneak out of Bowling Green. Take in a 
professional sports event Get some good quotes. 
Write a story. 
From hockey to basketball to baseball to 
football. In such places as Cincinnati, Detroit 
and Cleveland. 
Monday night, I skipped out of thegreater 
flatlands of Wood County to witness Cleveland's 
30-27 National Football League sudden death 
victory over New England. It was worth the 
effort 
It was probably the best pro grid game I've 
ever seen in person and that includes a couple of 
NFI. title contests along with many interesting 
Pittsburgh Steeler-Cleveland Brown clashes at 
Cleveland Stadium. 
Forrest Gregg, the Cleveland head Coach, 
finally had to come back down to earth, though. 
He did so when a reporter said, "I know this is 
bad news, but around the corner this Sunday 
comes the Pittsburgh Steelers." 
Gregg, who had been lauding every Brown on 
the roster, pondered for a moment. The jubious 
victory smile faded. His face looked much like it 
did when his team trailed New England at 
halftime, 17-7. 
"Now why did you have to mention that" 
drawled Gregg, the southerner. "Pittsburgh is 
one of the finest teams in football. That team 
scares me." 
Meanwhile, Cleveland is doing some scaring of 
its own. Despite a hellish schedule, the Browns 
have scored back-to-back upsets over Cincinnati 
and New England to open the season. 
After the Steelers invade Sunday, the defen- 
ding world champion Oakland Raiders pay a 
visit to Ralph Perk's sacred city. 
ADD BROWNS:Some said Monday night was 
the first time this year that fans have had a 
chance to cheer in Cleveland Stadium. The only 
other team to occupy time there in 1977 was the 
Indians...Over 25,000 tickets were sold for 
Browns-Patriots game during the last seven 
days before kickoff time...Final attendance 
figures showed 7fi,0Ofl-plus fans, but Sunday's 
Steeler game should be a standing-room only 
crowd of more than 82,000. 
Monday night MVP would be a tough choice. 
Sure, there was Don Cockroft and his pressure 
field goal. His boot made the difference. 
But there's plenty more to choose from. Like 
Greg Pruitt the mighty mite from Oklahoma 
who rambled for 151 yards in 28 carries and 
passed for a touchdown. 
And Gary Panis, who caught a TD pass and 
two crucial first down aerials. Dave Logan also 
caught important passes. And, how about 
quarterback Brian Sipe? 
The signal-caller from San Diego State started 
slow, but paced the Browns' strong second-half 
comeback with pin-point passing. 
If I had to pick one, it'd be Pruitt, only because 
the Browns looked to him in many second-and- 
long situations. Draw plays and quick traps up 
the middle broke open small holes little Greg to 
run through. 
And that made "big" Gregg happy. 
FALCON FAITHFUL:A surprising footnote 
after Saturday's 35-21 loss to Iowa State came in 
the attendance figures. Although "a respectable 
14,000-plus saw the game, only about one-third of 
them were University students. 
Certainly, the ratio will be much higher when 
the Falcons entertain Mid-American Conference 
(MAC) favorite Western Michigan this Satur- 
day. 
The prime reason that student supporters 
didn't follow Bowling Green in its efforts to 
upend the Cyclones was that a nationally 
prominent grid game (Ohio State against 
Oklahoma) was being shown on television at the 
same time. 
Even some of the 5.000 students that did attend 
BG's game left early In the third period to watch 
the tail end of Oklahoma's victory on the tube. 
BIGGEST BG SURPRISE:The Falcon defense 
was said to have needed a master mechanic 
before the season started. 
To the best of our knowledge, Denny Stolz has 
hired nobody of the sort, but the defense is still 
gettin the job done. It's small but cohesive group 
that has excellent pursuit to the pigskin. 
Mike Callesen continues to lead all BG ladders 
from the linebacker spot, while more and more 
opponents are getting smart...and running away 
from veteran tackle Alex Prosak. 
A SPECIAL CASEIf Bowling Green stands any 
chance of winning the MAC, the specialty team 
will definitely have to perform much better than 
it did against Iowa State. 
Yes, the visitors did have excellent returning 
specialists. But even Stolz points out that that 
wasn't the only problem. 
"Our punt team stunk," was the coach's 
comment. "The punts were low and into the 
wind- just like we teach (Greg) Kampe to do- 
but there was more to the breakdown. 
"We didn't hit." 
Many of those punts-line drives-were in the 
25-30 yard range, hardly adequate enough, even 
if the wind was 15-20 miles per hour. 
The combination of the short kicks and sloppy 
coverage may have costs the Falcons an  upset 
Newtphoto     by   tarry   Kayi*' 
LIFTOFF-Bowling Green punter Greg Kampe booms a punt during the 
3^-21 non-conference defeat to Iowa State Saturday. For much of the day, 
Kampe had to kick against the 20-milc-per-hour wind. 
Browns try to forget Pat's 
and brace for Steelers 
Women harriers 
finish sixth 
By Steve Sadler 
Staff Reporter 
A hilly course, an unex- 
pected entry and sickness to 
the number one runner were 
all factors Saturday as the 
Bowling Green's women's 
cross country team finished 
sixth in the USTFF Midwest 
Ilegionals. 
The Falcons number one 
runner. Betsy Miller, ran 
despite suffering from a 
cold, and after an excellent 
first lap. faded in the 5,000 
meter race. 
Despite predicting his 
team could get in the top 
four, head coach Dave 
Williams was not disap- 
pointed. "Not really, the 
course was extremely hilly, 
which was something we 
were not used to. Plus. Iowa 
State was a late entry to the 
field, and they ran away with 
the meet. Iowa State coming 
in late pushed us down a 
notch, and we only missed 
fifth place by one point." 
Wn.UAMS WAS pleased 
with the way the Falcons ran 
in a pack, finishing in 
positions 24.31.32. 33 and 38. 
"In the bigger meets some of 
the colleges that were ahead 
of us will have trouble 
IXMUIU! us if we continue to 
run in a puck." Williams 
said. 
Betsy Dobson turned in the 
women's best time for the 
race, followed by Gail Billet. 
Mary Sue Rash, and Jody 
Crept. 
The women will travel to 
Eastern Michigan this 
weekend in a meet which 
includes the likes of Ohio 
State. Central Michigan, and 
the host schools. 
Women's IM sports 
get underway 
By Robert Boukissen 
Flag football, badminton, 
table tennis and volleyball 
are among the women's 
intramural sports offered 
this quarter, according to 
Janet Rowe, secretary for 
women's intramural sports. 
Coed competition is also 
offered in all sports except 
football. 
The deadline sign-up dates 
for each activity are: flag 
football. Oct. 3; badminton. 
Oct 6; table tennis, Oct II; 
and volleyball, Oct. 24. 
Anyone interested can sign 
up in room 201 North Gym. 
There is a $5 entry fee per 
team for football and 
volleyball. It is refundable if 
no games arc forfeited bv 
that team, according to 
Rowe. 
She also said that a new 
ping-pong table designed for 
the handicapped has been 
purchased by the University 
to give them a chance to 
compete. 
• A coed Cycling Day will be 
held Oct. 9. Sign-up deadline 
is Oct. 7, also in 201 North 
Gym, 
&t++it+iti*f**MWMF++*+++*++++^+MV+++****+*++++*+*++++++** 
ByMikeHarrle 
AP Sports Writer 
C1J3VELAND (API-Cleveland Browns Coach 
Forrest Gregg had little time to savor the 30-27 
overtime victory over the New England Patriots, 
with the spectre of the powerful Pittsburgh 
Steelers looming on the horizon. 
Don Cockroft's 35-yard field goal, his third three- 
pointer of the game, ended Monday night's 
nationally televised National Football league 
marathon 4:45 into the extra period. 
Both teams held fourth-period leads, with New 
England kicker John Smith sending it into 
overtime, tied 27-27, on a 34-yard field goal as 
time ran out in the fourth quarter. 
"GOING INTO overtime took a little out of us 
physically," Gregg explained Tuesday, "but 
when you win injuries and fatigue don't seem as 
hard to snap back from." 
The Browns next take on AFC Central Division 
rival Pittsburgh here Sunday, with a standing 
room only crowd of more than 80,000 already 
assured. 
"Playing Pittsburgh anytime is not pleasant," 
Gregg said with a wry smile. "But playing them 
with just six days of work makes it more difficult 
than usual. And this third straight team we have 
played with no apparent weakness." 
The upset-minded Browns, 2-0, opened the 
season with a 13-3 victory over division foe 
"Cincinnati. 
THE MOST surprising thing about Monday 
night's victory was the fact that Cockroft's 
winning boot came on a second-and-nine 
situation at New England's 17-yard line. 
"I knew all we would run in that situation were 
some sort of conservative plays," the Cleveland 
coach explained. "We didn't want to put the ball 
up or have our quarterback sacked or worse yet, 
lose the ball on a fumble. 
"In 1974, my first year with the Browns as of- 
fensive line coach," Gregg added, "I remember 
about the same situation in a game at San Diego. 
We decided to run one more play to get better 
position, the snap was fumbled and we lost the 
ball and the ballgame. I didn't want to see that 
happen again. 
"Brian (quarterback Brian Sipe) told me he had 
confidence the offense could keep going and the 
ball in for a touchdown," Gregg said. "I told him 
I have confidence in them too, but I said, 'I 
believe we'll just take our three points and go 
home. I'm tired." 
THE BROWNS won the coin toss and received 
the kickoff in overtime, marching from their own 
29 deep into Patriots territory before Cockroft's 
kick. 
New England tight end Russ Francis said, "The 
team that wins the toss is going to usually win 
these things. That's just the way it seems to 
work. I know if we had gotten the ball first we 
would have scored. 
New England, now 1-1, will try to regroup before 
meeting the Jets in New York Sunday. 
Lady linksters place second 
By Bob Renney 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Paced by Karen Parshall 
and Cathy Hackett. the BG 
women's golf team finished 
second at the Central 
Michigan Invitational this 
past weekend. 
In a rain-shortened 27 hold 
tournament, Parshall and 
Hackett both fashioned 125s 
to finish in a tie for third. 
Patty Pilz, a Falcon tennis 
ace who is trying her hand at 
golf, was close behind with a 
128 good for fifth. 
Unfortunately for the 
Falcons, powerful Michigan 
state was also invited to the 
tournament, and the 
Spartans were true to form 
capturing first place. 
MICHIGAN State fired a 
team total of 491, followed by 
BG with 525, Central 
Michigan 536 and University 
of Michigan 557. 
Nonetheless, BG's coach 
Janet Parks said of her girls. 
"We improved our first 
match total at Illinois State 
by 21 strokes, which is ex- 
cellent. 
"Michigan State is a highly 
respected team in the Mid- 
West. They are usually 
expected to win Mid-West 
events." 
BG will get a second chance 
to conquer Michigan State 
when they travel to compete 
in the Purdue Invitational 
this weekend. 
t************** High school polls *************** 
CLASS AAA 
I. Cincinnati  Mueller. 3-0-0, 
273 points. 
2..Washington  C.H.  Miami 
Trace. 3-<M>, 127. 
3..Canton  McKinley.  3-0-0, 
113. 
4.. Barberton, 3-0-0.108. 
S.Zanesville.344,39. 
6..Masslllon. 2-1-0.5S. 
7.. ClnclnnatlElder, 2-0-0,47. 
8.. (tie) Stow Walsh Jesuit, 3- 
0-0,    and   Mentor   Lake 
Catholic. 3-0-0,45. 
10..(tie) Gahanna, 2-1-0, and 
Lakewood St Edward, 2-0-0, 
What do all Marketing 
Majors have in common? 
"THE 
MARKETING 
CLUB" 
Join at our first meeting: 
Wed. September 28 at 7:30 p.m. 
Union (White Dogwood Suite 
3rd floor) 
Speaker From Placement Office 
.. Other schools receiving It 
or more points: 12. 
Columbus Eastmoor 40, 13. 
Sandusky 29, 14. (tie) 
Worthlngton and Marietta 
27, It. (tie) Alliance and 
Logan 25,18. Cincinnati 
Princeton 24, 19. (tie) Cin- 
cinnati LaSalle and Garfleld 
Heights 21,21. (tie) Avon 
Lake, Elyria, Youngstown 
Mooney and Shelby 18, 25. 
Louisville 17,26. (tie) Toledo 
Whltmer, 'Lima Senior, 
Berea and Hubbard 14. 30. 
Warren Western Reserve 13, 
CLASS AA 
..!..Elyria  Catholic,  3-0-0, 
129 points, 
2. Orrville. 3-0-0,98. 
. .3..Columbus Watterson, 2- 
1-0,85. 
. 4..Cincinnati Wyoming, 2- 
0-0,52. 
. .5. .St. Clairsville, 1-04,48. 
..•..Canton        Central 
Catholic. 3-04.47. 
..7..Akron   St   Vincent-St 
Mary, 1-24,41 
..8..New   Lexington,  2-14, 
..I., (tie) Belolt West 
Branch, 34-0, and 
Pickerlngton, 344,36. 
THE 
ROBIN'S NEST 
Sterling rings $3°° reg. to $25°° 
Turquoise rings 20% off 
I 904 E. Wooster St. (Next to T.O.'s) 
Hours 11 -5  Mon. - Sat. 
niWKjr=jf=i*ur±]FsnBf*ir*ir±jr=jr=j] 
. .Other schools receiving 10 
or more points:.. 11. Brook- 
ville 34, 12. (lie) Ironton and 
Akron South 33,14. Louisville 
Aquinas 30, 15. South Point 
28, It. (tie) Cincinnati 
Reading and mount GOead 
26, 18. (tie) Akron Man- 
chester and Mansfield 
Malabar 25, 20. (tie) St 
Marys and Cleveland 
Benedictine 22.22. Sunbury 
Big Walnut 20. 23. (tie) 
Wheelersburg. Coldwater 
and Springfield Catholic It, 
21. (tie) Brookfield, Port- 
smouth West and Columbus 
hamilton Township 18, 29. 
Dayton Carroll 17, St. (tie) 
Cortland Lakevlew aid 
Martins Ferry It, 32. (tie) 
Urban*, Lima Catholic and 
Cleveland Latin 14, 35. 
Ubrlchs v Ule Claymont 13,3*. 
(tie) Byesville 
Meadowbrook, Trenton 
Edgewood,   Marion   River 
ABORTION $150.00 
TOIL  FREE  9 o.m.-lO p.m 
1-800-438-8113 
